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Abstract
In this thesis, two different applications are discussed for using machine learn-
ing techniques to train coordinated motion controllers in arbitrary characters in ab-
sence of motion capture data. The methods highlight the resourcefulness of physical
simulations to generate synthetic and generic motion data that can be used to learn
various targeted skills. First, we present an unsupervised method for learning loco-
motion skills in virtual characters from a low dimensional latent space which captures
the coordination between multiple joints. We use a technique called motor babble,
wherein a character interacts with its environment by actuating its joints through
uncoordinated, low-level (motor) excitation, resulting in a corpus of motion data
from which a manifold latent space can be extracted. Using reinforcement learning,
we then train the character to learn locomotion (such as walking or running) in the
low-dimensional latent space instead of the full-dimensional joint action space.
The thesis also presents an end-to-end automated framework for training
physics-based characters to rhythmically dance to user-input songs. A generative
adversarial network (GAN) architecture is proposed that learns to generate physi-
cally stable dance moves through repeated interactions with the environment. These
moves are then used to construct a dance network which can be used for choreogra-
phy. Using DRL, the character is then trained to perform these moves, without losing
balance and rhythm, in the presence of physical forces such as gravity and friction.
ii
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Highly articulated characters, like the ones shown in Figure 3.1, are commonly
seen in animation feature films and video games. Whether it is a snake slithering on
the ground, a kangaroo hopping around a virtual forest, or a cheetah chasing its prey,
the character should exhibit physically plausible and visually compelling motor be-
havior while possibly trying to satisfy other objectives. Despite recent advances in
trajectory optimization and reinforcement learning, it remains challenging to learn
natural skills for articulated characters. Due to the infinite feasible action choices,
controlling many degrees of freedom (DOFs) is inherently ambiguous with respect
to most behaviors, resulting in challenging control problems that are under speci-
fied and high dimensional. Consequently, while there is typically an ample space of
control policies to accomplish a motor task, not all of them can lead to natural and
coordinated motion.
A typical solution to mitigate these issues has been to rely on reference exam-
ples of expert motion [29, 55, 62], with recent approaches following a reinforcement
learning paradigm where the simulated character seeks to learn a policy that mini-
mizes the tracking error between simulated poses and reference motion capture clips.
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State-of-the art deep reinforcement learning approaches excel at generating natu-
ral control policies for physically simulated humanoids and more recently for simple
quadrupeds by imitating motion capture clips of expert behaviors [41, 63, 35, 40]. Un-
fortunately, imitation learning cannot extend to characters of arbitrary morphology
where expert data is not readily available. While some impressive results have been
obtained for articulated animals, such solutions are typically character-specific, rely-
ing on careful tuning of the character model along with shaping the reward function
or performance index in order to generate lifelike controls [61, 17, 64].
In this thesis, we explore two techniques for learning motor control skills for
highly-articulated, physics-based characters without requiring any access to expert
motion capture data. In the first work presented in Chapter 3, we focus on training
coordinated locomotion controllers for characters of arbitrary morphology, while in
the second work covered in Chapter 4, we focus on training articulated characters to
rhythmically dance in the beats of any user-input song.
In the first work, we present a general framework for learning locomotion
skills for characters with diverse morphologies and high articulation in the absence of
motion capture. Complex beings such as animals exhibit natural coordination that
stems from the co-articulation of structures. As such, the core idea of our work is to
exploit the morphological characteristics of the underlying articulated systems and
study how they impact joint coordination. To do so, we build a representative con-
trol space for any given character by proposing a novel approach that deliberately
actuates low-level controls through the character’s joints while modeling appropriate
joint and torque limits under differing contact settings and small point-to-point be-
haviors. We call this technique Motor Babble borrowing terminology from robotics
[49]. The resulting corpus of motion allows us to learn a variety of joint synergies
offline pertaining to the physical system and then use them as a joint coordination
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basis for control. A motor policy is then trained using deep reinforcement learning
that learns how to activate such synergies. We refer to Fig. 3.2 for an overview of our
system.
Our framework is general enough to handle a wide variety of articulated char-
acters while relying on a simple reward function that balances the forward speed of
the character and its energy. We demonstrate the applicability of our work on a
number of physically simulated animals with diverse morphologies including a snake,
a salamander, a cheetah, and a kangaroo. In all cases, our approach is able to gen-
erate coordinated control as opposed to learning from scratch that fails to produce a
natural looking motion.
In summary, the main contribution of our work is a framework for generating
control that can support a wide range of articulated characters. We particularly focus
on characters for which expert reference motion is not available, and address the prob-
lem of natural control by proposing the following. 1) Motor babble, a novel approach
to build a representative corpus of motion that directly unfolds the synergies inher-
ent in the dynamics of a character’s morphological structure; 2) A babble-inferred
joint coactivation [45] space, learned from the babble data that utilizes multiple joints
simultaneously to effectively reduce the control space across the character’s DOFs.
The manifold can be used as a building block for learning motor policies, addressing
the problem of underactuation in dynamically simulated characters. Ranganath et.
al. [44] show that the above coactivation space can be used to train control policies
using deep reinforcement learning, and how manually or automatically selected coac-
tivations can be used to learn coordinated control for different articulated characters.
In the second work documented in this thesis, we propose an end-to-end frame-
work that is able to train characters to dance rhythmically to user-input songs. Our
method uses a physics engine to discover dance moves and does not require any
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motion-capture data for learning them.
Inspired by the success of Deep Reinforcement Learning in various continuous
control tasks, especially with articulated characters, we explore the feasibility of cre-
ating a framework that enables a character to dance to music. There has been some
work done on dance-synthesis previously, with a majority of them learning patterns
from motion capture data either through techniques such as Laban Analysis [2, 3]
or machine learning [19, 28]. Most of these works, however, pertain to animating
humanoid characters where motion capture data is either readily available, or can
be constructed from videos. Additionally, most works on dance synthesis use kine-
matic controllers, or video manipulation [9], which can introduce other artefacts such
as foot-sliding and unnatural pose transitions. Our work does not use any mocap
dataset or other expertly annotated datasets, and instead uses a physics engine to
synthesize the dance. Using a physically-based controller (instead of a kinematic
controller) implicitly imposes practical restrictions to the character, which keeps our
results realistic and avoids the artifacts mentioned above. This also allows us to
train non-humanoid characters to dance, for which no motion-capture dataset can be
obtained in the first place.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that:
1. tries to produce realistic dance motions using a physics engine that synthesizes
new dance moves without relying on motion capture data
2. proposes an end-to-end framework that can build a dance choreography from a
user-input character and music clip
Preliminary results show that articulated characters trained with our proposed
approach are able to create novel dance moves and perform them rhythmically to the




Study of animal locomotion has had a long history in robotics [42], with snake
like locomotion controllers [34] dating back to the early 70’s. Bi-modal gaits on am-
phibious robots like sea snake [6, 7, 8] and salamander [23], are achieved by modeling
biological neural circuitry called central pattern generators [22], found in spinal chord
of vertebrates, as locomotion controller. In [21], simple oscillators are used as loco-
motion controllers on a quadruped robot, which result in a bounding gait as a result
of the robot’s interaction with its environment. [26] is one of the early examples
of learning fast walking gait on a quadruped as a control policy, using policy gradi-
ent method. More recent state-of-the-art results in learning based controllers on a
quadruped robot, imitating motor skills collected from a real animal, is shown in [40],
where the authors first train a control policy in simulation, and then apply domain
adaptation techniques to fine tune the learned policy for real world deployment.
Training locomotion controllers in physics-based characters
In Chapter 3, we present a novel framework for training locomotion skills in
physically controlled virtual characters. Alongside robotics, research on humanoid
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and animal character control in physics based simulation environment has a large
contribution from the animation community [13, 38, 30]. [32] is an early example
where the authors demonstrate the use of periodic functions as locomotion controllers
for snake and worm like character, in physics-based simulation. In [60, 59], the authors
present locomotion controllers for articulated 2D cheetah and 3D legged characters,
respectively. Here the authors use pose control graph, which is an open-loop control
mechanism that associates, through optimization, a desired character pose for each
state, which are used by the underlying PD controllers to drive the character’s joints.
A repertoire of quadruped gaits and motor skill is presented in [5], where a collection
of controllers, including inverted pendulum model, PD controllers, and virtual forces
are used as building blocks for producing high fidelity motions in a dog like character.
Other contributions from the animation community in this space includes hopping
gait controllers for biped, quadruped and a kangaroo model [43], muscle-actuated lo-
comotion controllers for snake and fish characters [15], and swimming gaits in aquatic
characters [57].
More recent advances in Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) for learning in
continuous action domain [37, 51, 16] have produced start-of-the-art results in learn-
ing motor controllers for highly articulated characters in dynamic environments [11,
17, 38, 36] In [64], locomotion controller for simulated humanoid and other animal
characters are learned using a curriculum learning approach, and by optimizing for
gait symmetry and low-energy in the cost function and the reward functions respec-
tively. An approach that share some similarities with our proposed control framework
in is Multiplicative Compositional Policies (MCP) [39], where a control policy is mod-
eled as an ensemble of behavior specific policy primitives, along with a learned gating
function. The authors in [30] use the MCP model, along with a Generative Adversar-
ial Networks (GAN) model to modulate high-level controls to learn very smooth gait
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transitions, and for recovering from unforeseen scenarios in a quadruped character.
Likewise, we note that other researchers have described the benefit of similar analysis
for character animation as our motor babble plus coactivations, where controls are
typically computed from models from modal analysis [33, 27, 24]. We deviate from
these works by synthesizing full-body coordinated control policies with DRL employ-
ing the eigen decomposition to populate the coactivation basis of a control space.
In [45] the authors carve out a coactivation control space by decomposing human
reference motion data, and then train a humanoid virtual character, in physics based
simulation, to control in this latent space – which compels our interest in this area.
Training physics-based characters to dance to music
A majority of work on dance motion synthesis involves learning patterns from
motion capture data from human dance. This involves techniques such as Laban
Movement Analysis [2, 3] that assess motion with respect to four components - (i)
body - describing how different parts of the body is moving with respect to each
other, (ii) effort - capturing the dynamics and motivation behind the movement,
(iii) shape - describes the static shapes and the dynamic flow of the shapes that the
body takes while dancing, and (iv) space - describes how the motion utilizes the
space surrounding the dancer. We have crudely incorporated these concepts in our
framework for capturing the dynamic features of the dancer’s movement and using
them to select moves to be performed during songs. Many approaches also utilizes
machine learning [20, 28] for dance synthesis, where the goal is to learn from human
dance motion capture data. In [66], the authors build a music-dance pair dataset and
adopts an auto-regressive GAN (generative adversarial neural networks [14]) model to
generate 3D dance motion. In [20], the authors propose an attention-based sequence-
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to-sequence architecture to generate long dance-sequences from music. In [65], the
authors uses the concept of a dance melody line, that captures the dynamic profile of
the dance motion, and uses the music melody line as a high-level control signal that
motivates the flow of the dance melody line. Most of these works aim to generate
poses (orientation for each joint) for each beat of the song, but do not try to validate
if each transition is physically plausible. Hence, such methods may generate motion
that shows unnatural pose transitions, foot sliding, or kinematically invalid poses.
We aim to address this by training physics-based controllers that take into account
constraints imposed by the environment while producing dance motion. Furthermore,
most supervised machine learning methods rely on access to motion capture data,
which may not be available for non-humanoid characters. Our method is aimed to




from Latent Coactivation Space
3.1 Motor Babble
For non-humanoid virtual characters, reference motion data either does not
exist, or is very rare. In this work we introduce a novel alternative approach for
creating artificial motion data, from which a control space can be constructed, and
locomotion skills can be learned for a specific character’s morphology. To build a
representative corpus of reference motion, we propose a novel method that deliber-
ately actuates low-level controls to exercise the dynamics of the character. We call
this approach “motor babble” following terminology from robotics [1, 10] in which a
robots’ dynamics are understood by applying randomly generated motor commands.
In our case, motor babble leads to example motions that can inform a controller of
the dynamics in a subsequent process.
To exercise an unknown morphology with motor babble, we sample structured
actuation which includes: 1) model appropriate masses, limb lengths, and joint limits;
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2) representative strength/ torque limits; 3) differing contact settings; and 4) simple
point-to-point (non-cyclic) target-pose following to produce “micro” behaviors. Sam-
ples are performed episodically by initializing the character with a random pose and
angular velocity in the simulation environment, and then sampling a target pose for
the character to achieve. The initial and target poses, as well as the initial angular
velocities are sampled uniformly from a predefined range of the respective joints, and
the sampled target pose is set as input to the underlying PD controllers.
During simulation, the joint angles of the character, as its motors are driven
towards a target pose while interacting with the environment, are recorded at 30 Hz,
and stored as motion data. Each episode is of a fixed duration of 0.5 seconds, and an
episode is terminated if a termination condition is met, and the motion data from the
terminated episode are discarded as well. Termination condition includes: 1) if there
is an explosion in the joint velocity, 2) if some predefined segment of the character
touches the ground surface. As a post processing step, the motion data is mirrored
in the XY-plane (i.e, around the frontal and lateral axis), to maintain the left-right
symmetry of the character in the motion data.
3.1.1 Different morphologies
Four distinct characters are presented (Figure 3.1) for our testbed. Our goal
in producing babble with each is to show the approach generalizes, although some
specific morphology data must be provided.
3.1.1.1 Snake
The snake is (kinematically) a one-dimensional character with ten segments
connected serially by nine spherical (3D) joints. So, it has 27 Degrees Of Freedom
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Figure 3.1: Locomotion learned from morphologically specific motor babble.
(DOFs) in all. The sampling range for all joint angles in roll, yaw, and pitch axis,
for performing motor babble for this character, are [0 : 0] (i.e. no variance), [−1 : 1],
and [0 : 0] radians respectively. That is, the joints are actuated to rotate around the
vertical axis only. Similarly, sampling range for initial angular velocities are [0 : 0]s−1,
[−3 : 3]s−1, and [0 : 0]s−1 for the roll, yaw, and pitch axis respectively. The initial
pose and angular velocities are sampled uniformly random from the respective ranges,
independently for each joint. But the target angles for each joint is either sampled
uniformly random, or set to be the same as its parent joint, with a probability of 0.5.
(We also treat this character like a caterpillar by rotating it ninety degrees along its
spine about the lateral axis, see the results for an example.)
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3.1.1.2 Salamander
The salamander is a two-dimensional character, with 17 segments and 48
DOFs. Note, this is a larger, iguana-sized animal (about 40cm in length), but we
fashioned its model and joints after a salamander. Joint angle and velocity sampling
range for the spine joints are the same as the snake character, while the same for the
limb joints are [0 : 0], [−1.57 : 1.57], and [0 : 0] radians with no initial velocity. That
is, similar to the snake character, the spine and the limb joints of the character are
actuated around the vertical (Yaw) axis. Locally, the target angle of a spine joint
is either set to be the same as its parent spine joint, with a probability of 0.5, or
sampled uniformly random from the respective range. Due to the dynamics of the
environment (mass distribution, friction of the ground surface, etc.) the character
explores the state space, reaching poses that result due to its interaction with the
environment.
3.1.1.3 Cheetah
Our cheetah character is fashioned somewhat after a cheetah’s morphology. It
is a three-dimensional character, consisting of 26 segments - with 17 spherical (3D)
joints, and 8 revolute (1D) joints - and 59 DOFs. The complete sampling range for
joint angles and initial velocities are as presented in the Appendix. The spine and the
limb joints of the character are actuated around the lateral (Pitch) and vertical (Yaw)
axis, respectively. Spine and thigh joints follow their parent joint with a probability
of 0.5, while the rest of the links are actuated independently.
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3.1.1.4 Kangaroo
The kangaroo, modeled after its namesake, has 16 segments, 9 spherical joints
and 6 revolute joints, which totals to 33 DOFs. In this character all the joints are
actuated around the lateral axis. The complete sampling range for joint angles and
initial velocities are as presented in Appendix. Only the spine and the tail joints
follow their parent joint with a probability of 0.5, and the limb joints are actuated
independently.
3.1.2 Babble-informed Coactivation
The data generated through the process of motor babble constitutes a corpus
of character poses which capture the synergies between the DOFs of a particular
character. Given such data, we use the notion of control coactivations [45], i.e., a set
of motion primitives expressed as joint-coordination vectors where each vector defines
how all the joints move together. Performing singular value decomposition on the
collected motion data results in a set of coactivations which describe the fundamental
motion primitives of the respective character.
Formally, let matrix X ∈ Rm×n denote the motor babble generated data,
where m corresponds to the number of poses and n to the number of DOFs of the
character. Using singular value decomposition, the data matrix X can be decomposed
as X = UΣV >, where ΣV > ∈ Rn×n, a full rank basis matrix, represent n joint-
coordination vectors that can be ordered based on their eigenvalues (see Figure 3.4
for some examples). Subsets of these motion primitives constitute representative
control spaces for the character.
The motor babble is a general process through which the character exercises
its overall dynamics, discovering a generic, rather than task-specific, set of joint-
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coordinations in the process. However, given a specific motor task, typically only
a small subset of joint-coordinations is activated, constituting a task-specific coacti-
vation matrix C ∈ Rk×n with k << n that provides a latent control space for the
character. The user can manually select specific coactivations to form a control space
that targets a specific gait style.
3.2 Learning Locomotion
We formulate the problem of learning locomotion as a discounted Markov
Decision Process (MDP) and solve it using reinforcement learning. The MDP is
defined by the tuple M = {S,A, r, P, ρ0, γ}, where S denotes the state space, A is
the action space, r : S × A → R is the reward function, P : S × A → S is the state
transition function, ρ0 is the probability distribution over initial states, and γ ∈ (0, 1]
is the discount factor.
As the character interacts with its environment, at every time step t, makes an
observation st ∈ S, takes an action at ∈ A, receives a scalar reward rt, and transitions
to a new state st+1 based on the underlying transition model P , while following a




krt+k, which is the total discounted reward starting from time t, until
the end of the episode, or until some termination condition is satisfied. For a policy
πθ(a|s), parameterized by θ, the objective of the learning process is to find the optimal
set of parameters θ∗, which can be formulated as
θ∗ =θ EM,πθ [Rt=0|πθ]. (3.1)
To learn in the coactivation space, the control policy π is modelled as a map-
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the proposed morphology-driven framework for learning co-
ordinated control for articulated characters.
ping from states to actions (π : S → A), where an action a ∈ Rk denotes the
excitations for the coactivations. Unlike learning in independent joint action space,
by learning in the coactivation space, each excitation value ai ∈ R,∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}
contributes to the motion of all the joints (where k is the dimension of the coactivation
space).
In [36], controllers for high fidelity motor skills are trained on a humanoid
character by modelling the reward function to closely follow joint trajectories from ex-
pert reference motion data. In this work, we instead learn a low dimensional controller
in the latent space by first assembling a set of coactivations to form a coactivation
matrix C(k), and then learning the right excitations for these coactivations. To do
so, the full set of coactivations (C ∈ Rnn) extracted from the motor babble data are
visualised, and then a small set of k coactivations, which correspond to the intended
gait to be learned, are selected empirically. This coactivation matrix C(k) ∈ Rk×n is
a full-rank basis matrix, which forms a latent sub-space within the high dimensional
joint space. By learning in the coactivation space, the target joint angles for the
character are obtained by a simple transformation: u = aC(k), where u ∈ Rn are
the target joint angles for the character, a ∈ Rk are the coactivation excitations, and
C(k) ∈ Rk×n is the coactivation matrix.
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The policy network outputs the mean, µ(s), for an independent multivariate
Gaussian distribution, from which excitations as actions of the control policy can
be sampled as a ∼ N (µ(s), Σ). The covariance of the Gaussian is represented by
a fixed diagonal matrix Σ = diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σk), where σi is the variance of the
ith excitation. The sampled excitations are transformed into target joint angles u,
which are fed as input to a PD controller. The generated joint torques, F , are then
applied to the simulated character. Here, the coactivation matrix C(k) is precomputed
and preselected manually offline prior to policy training, and is held constant while
training.
Our reward function is simple and consists of two terms, rt = were + wvrv,
where re is the reward due to low energy, rv is the reward due to the difference between
the agent’s current velocity and target velocity, and we and wv are the weight terms
that scales each reward. For further details about the training methods, we refer the
reader to Ranganath et al. [44], where the authors discuss other training methods
including randomized coactivation selection, and automatic selection.
3.3 Results
In the following section, we visualize the corpus of poses generated using motor
babble. We also visualize the coactivation space by exciting each coactivation vec-
tor with a fixed-amplitude sinusoid signal and kinematically applying the resulting
poses to the character. The excitation of each coactivation results in simultaneous
actuation of all of the character’s joints. In Figures 3.3 and 3.7, we show a t-SNE
plot of the representative poses generated using the motor babble approach for the
cheetah and salamander character. For both characters, we can see that there is
a variety of poses sampled that captures the interaction between the spine and the
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Figure 3.3: Motor Babble and Related Coactivations for the Salamander. (Left)
Two-dimensional embedding using t-SNE of exemplar poses generated with our mo-
tor babble approach. (Right) Examples of babble-inferred coactivations. The coac-
tivations are organized by column and are ranked based on their eigenvalues. The
excitation of each coactivation results in simultaneous actuation of all of the charac-
ter’s joints.
limbs of the character. For the salamander character, we can see that a lot of poses
are sampled about the vertical axis, which was set as the preferred axis for motion
during the simulation, and consequently the final corpus contains a lot of examples
with left-right spine movement. In Figure 3.4, we show that the top coactivations
generated using this corpus capture various modes of synergy between the character’s
spine and limbs. In contrast, the Figure 3.5 shows coactivations generated using mo-
tor babble where we had not set any preferred axis of motion. These coactivations
show more twisting behaviours along the spine compared to Figure 3.4. The corpus
for the cheetah character in 3.7 captures a variety of poses where the character can be
seen pouncing forward with its hind limbs pinned, as well as poses where the cheetah
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Figure 3.4: Coactivations shown with the upper-axis set as the preferred axis of
motion during motor babble. Notice how the movement of the spine in most coacti-
vations spans left-to-right. In figure 3.5, no preferred axis of motion is set, where the
spines show twisting behaviours.
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Figure 3.5: Coactivations shown with no chosen preferred axis of motion during motor
babble. This shows more twisting behaviours along the spine.
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Figure 3.6: Coactivations on the same character but with different preferred axis of
motion during motor babble. (Left) When choosing the vertical axis as the preferred
axis of motion, we get snake like coactivations. (Right) Choosing the lateral axis, we
get caterpillar-like coactivations.
is crouching. The corresponding coactivations are shown in Figure 3.8. Visualizing
the coactivations of the snake and caterpillar character in Figure 3.6 show how set-
ting different preferred axis during motor babble for the same character will generate
coactivations representative of the targeted gait style. In Figure 3.9, the coactiva-
tions from the kangaroo characters are visualized. Interestingly, coactivations 5 and 8
capture hopping-like primitives where both hind limbs move in-phase, whereas coac-
tivation 6 captures coordination between hind limbs moving in opposite phase. This
suggests that using coactivation 5 and 8 for defining the control space will generate
a hopping gait (similar to a kangaroo), whereas using coactivation 6 will generate a
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Figure 3.7: Two-dimensional embedding using t-SNE of exemplar poses generated
with our motor babble approach
running (similar to a ostrich) like gait in the same character.
For training locomotion controllers, we first construct the control space by
manually selecting a handful of the coactivations, targeting a specific gait/style, along
with choosing gait appropriate reward terms – especially, target velocity based on the
size of the character, but also including initial acceleration values, and energy reward
term. In the following we present gaits learned for the salamander, cheetah, and
snake characters through the preselection of coactivations. For the snake character,
the coactivations shown in 3.6 were chosen as a representative control space for a
slithering gait, and the character was trained with a forward velocity reward term of
v̂x = 1ms
−1, and initial acceleration of 1ms−2. The learned gait is as shown in the
filmstrip (Figure 3.11).
For more complicated characters, such as the salamander character, always
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Figure 3.8: Examples of babble-inferred coactivations for the cheetah. The coacti-
vations are organized by column and are ranked based on their eigenvalues.
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Figure 3.9: Examples of babble-inferred coactivations for the kangaroo. The coacti-
vations are organized by column and are ranked based on their eigenvalues.
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a few coactivations stand out as useful for locomotion (while others suggest other
utility, such as rolling over or hopping, interestingly). For our babble, we found that
some coactivations results in diagonally opposite limb joints oscillating in phase, with
the limb joints on the same hemisphere (left/right, and fore/hind) oscillating out of
phase. Other coactivations are akin to travelling sinusoidal wave across the spine
and tail section, each with an increase in frequency. These coactivations were chosen
with the typical biological Salamander gait as the objective, and the resulting gait in
Figure 3.11. The reward function consisted a forward velocity term v̂x = 2ms
−1, with
an initial acceleration of 1ms−2, while the flight phase termination condition was not
applied during training.
Beyond the salamander and the snake characters, motor babble data of the
cheetah character results in a rich and diverse set of coactivations, as representation
of the character’s over all dynamics. With a natural-looking quadrupedal walk as
the target gait, we empirically select a small subset of coactivations, and train the
character with forward and lateral velocity reward terms of v̂x = 1ms
−1 and v̂z =
0ms−1, respectively, and with an initial acceleration of 1ms−2. In addition, we also use
the energy reward term, with reward weight terms wv = we = 0.5, equally balancing
the goal of reaching the target velocity, and using minimum energy in doing so. Also,
the gaits that emerge are shown in Figure 3.10. The resulting gaits are repetitive and
follow a coordinated pattern, as can be seen from the foot contact plot in this figure.
By setting different target speeds, we are able to get different gait styles, like walk,
canter(v̂x = 2ms
−1) and bound (v̂x = 4ms
−1). Film strip of the resulting gaits for all
characters are shown in Figure 3.11.
Please refer to [44] for more details on different strategies for coactivation selec-
tion, where the authors present analysis about selecting coactivations automatically
through back-propagation or randomly.
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Figure 3.10: Feet contact plots and visualization of cheetah gaits. Our approach
is able to automatically discover a range of gaits by varying the target speed of the
character. The grey arrows represent the head of the character and the open circles
the feet. The black lines connecting the feet represent simultaneous footfalls and
the black arrows the order of succession of the footfalls. LF:left forefoot, RH: right
hindfoot, LH: left hindfoot; RF: right forefoot.
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Figure 3.11: Film strips showcasing several of the gaits learned by our characters.





to Dance to Music
4.1 Problem Formulation
We propose an end-to-end framework that is able to train physically controlled
characters to dance rhythmically to user-input songs. We have subdivided the prob-
lem into three major sub-modules as follows:
1. Defining dance moves procedurally, and generating such moves automatically.
2. Training physics-based characters to perform these moves on arbitrary beats in
a physically simulated environment where forces from gravity, friction, inertia,
and collision are applicable.
3. Choreographing a dance routine given an input song. This includes pre-processing
music files to extract information from the song, and using these features for
planning dance moves during the song.
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These three sub-problems could very well be treated as separate research areas
for future study. This work is intended more as an exploration into this domain,
formulating these problems computationally, and discuss practical solutions to make
these problems tractable.
4.1.1 Defining Dance Moves
The core concept of our method is that many dance motions can be modelled
as oscillations from one pose to another. One or more degrees of freedom can oscillate
together in a synchronized manner and produce rhythmic movements, and when these
oscillations are aligned to a song, the motion can be perceived as dance. For example,
in a human character, if all parts of the body remained stationary and only the left-
shoulder-joint oscillated about the medio-lateral axis, we will see a simple left-arm
swinging motion. If we excited the right shoulder joint with the same oscillation,
but in the opposite phase, we will have both arms swinging in opposite directions.
In order to align these movements to the beats of a song, one would simply need
to adjust the time-period of the oscillations to match the beat intervals of the song.
More finer level control can be made by choosing the nature of the periodic signal
[4, 25], for example, a triangle curve can lead to sharp transitions common in break-
dancing, whereas spline curve that fades-in and fades-out can generate smoother or
more graceful transitions.
In this project, we have relaxed the problem and proposed a simple and basic
computational model for dance moves. This includes the following assumptions:
• For a virtual character with d degrees of freedom, a dance move M is a defined
as a set of d periodic signals φ1, φ2 . . . φd.
• The dancer tries to make the phase of each degree of freedom to be equal and
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the proposed end-to-end framework to produce dancing mo-
tion for for arbitrary characters without motion capture data.
synchronous. This means that when the character’s arms is at a phase of, say
π/2, the legs should also be at phase π/2. This is not always possible of course,
due to physical forces due to the environment acting on the character.
• Each dance move has a distinct beginning, middle, and end. For example,
a move can begin with at phase = 0 and end at phase = (π or π/2) of the
oscillation.
• All periodic signals φ1, φ2 . . . φd in move M have the same fundamental fre-
quency, which means there are one or multiple points in the oscillation, where
the agent transitions back to, or crosses over its starting pose.
Of course, we cannot excite all degrees of freedom to oscillate together, because
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that may make the character to lose balance. At the same time, we cannot excite a
minimal count of joints to move, because such moves may appear uninteresting. The
challenge is to find combinations of oscillatory signals across multiple joints such that
they produce physically valid as well as complicated (i.e. involving multiple degrees
of freedom) dance moves. We have treated this problem as a generative modelling
problem, and have employed a novel Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [14] like
structure to solve this task. Formally, the GAN generates an array of d sinusoid
signals, one for each degree of freedom. Each sinusoid φ is defined as a tuple of
amplitude A and frequency f. The generator network of our proposed GAN algorithm
therefore generates moves M ∈ Rd×2, which is a list of tuples containing the amplitude
and frequency [Ak, fk] for each degree of freedom k ∈ [1 . . . d]. Note that fk = 0
denotes that the kth degree of freedom is static during the dance move.
4.1.2 Training characters to perform moves
Let’s assume that we receive a corpus of physically-valid dance moves from an
oracle. As defined in the previous section, each dance move is a set of tuples denoting
the sinusoidal signals for exciting individual degrees of freedom of the character. The
second challenge is to learn a physics-based controller that can perform these moves to
the beats of any song in presence of physical forces like gravity, friction, and collision.
Formally, given a virtual character with d degrees of freedom, a vocabulary V of
moves M1,M2 . . .Mm, such that Mi ∈ Rd×2, a beat interval of b seconds, and a target
tempo of ttempo we want to find a control policy Π that progresses the phase of each
DOF of the character from t = [0 . . . l], where l is the length of the song. The target
tempo dictates how many times the move needs to be performed in one full beat of
the song. Note that each global phase value ψ ∈ [0, 2π) for any move M corresponds
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to an unique pose for the character. This pose can be computed by calculating the
target orientation pk of each degree of freedom dk using the the amplitude of the
corresponding sinusoid φk with its phase set to the global phase. For any given move
and global phase therefore, there is a unique target pose p ∈ Rd containing the list
of the orientations for each joint of the character. Since we are physically controlling
the character, we will input the corresponding pose into a stable PD controller [58]
which then outputs the torques to be applied at each motor of the character. The
final pose of the character is then computed by the physics engine after applying
additional forces due to gravity, friction, link collision and other external forces.
In order for the character to appear in the same rhythm as the song, we hy-
pothesize that the character should be at an extreme pose (i.e the global phase of the




}) whenever the beat hits. However, this
may not always be possible due to the physical constraints imposed by the environ-
ment. Hence, the high level control policy Π must also consider the current state of
the character before deciding a phase progression rate at individual time-steps. We
frame this as an sequential decision-making problem, and will be using Deep Rein-
forcement Learning to find a suitable state-dependent controller that is able to train
the character to maintain balance as well as hit the required poses in phase with the
input beat pattern.
4.1.3 Choreography
The third challenge is to plan a choreography that can pick moves which are
compatible with an user-input song. Formally, given a song, we extract it’s beat
using dynamic programming [12] to obtain the beat-timings b. We also perform
a constant-Q transform of the audio signal [53] to obtain the power spectrum of
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individual octaves, and then re-sample the distribution to synchronize with the beats
of the song. We also construct a music melody line of the song similar to [65] by
extracting the onset-strengths of the signal and applying gaussian smoothing. The
melody line is a discrete 1D signal (sampled at each beat of the song) that captures
the ebb and flow of onset strengths in the audio file. Previous research [65, 66] have
used the music melody line as the control signal for building dance controllers, and
have shown a correlation between the melody line and the velocity profile of dancers.
Human dancers often repeat moves during similar parts of the song to give
a sense of coherence and regularity to the choreography. We can computationally
address this by first doing music segmentation using graph Laplacian clustering [31]
and divide the song into semantically similar groups. Then, we can motivate the
choreography algorithm to prefer selecting the same moves during similar parts of
the song (like the chorus). Another common heuristic that human dancers follow
while dancing is an eight-count. An 8-count is a group of 8 contiguous beats that
repeat. Dancers often use these countdowns to synchronize themselves to the beats
of the music and keep them in-phase with the music. We have used the same strategy
by grouping 8 half-beats into a count, and dividing the entire song into a set of eight
counts. We discuss how these music features are used during choreography in section
4.2.3.
Formally, the goal of this module is to build a dance choreography given a vo-
cabulary of dance moves V, a trained state-dependent control policy Π, a music signal
(M, b, C) containing the melody line, beat timings, and eight-counts respectively. The
dance choreography output is a dictionary mapping individual eight counts to a move
index from the vocabulary, i.e. ci 7→ Vk. This means that the agent sticks to a single
move during the entire duration of an eight count and only transitions (optionally) to
a different move when the eight count finishes. This essentially discretizes the solution
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space and makes the dance look less erratic, and more methodical and deliberate.
The challenge still remains to find a suitable strategy to map individual counts
into moves. Several factors are at play when a human choreographer performs this
mapping, and we think that it is a subjective and under-constrained problem to
formulate accurately. To make the problem more tractable, we have imposed some
constraints from our own intuition to formulate a computational model for music to
dance choreography. We discuss some of these strategies in later sections.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Generating novel dance moves
We want to generate a vocabulary V of valid dance moves M ∈ Rd×2. Each
move consists of a d (number of degrees of freedom) sinusoid signals φ1...d, each defined
by a tuple of (A, f). For simplicity, we consider the initial phase of each sinusoid is
zero. A physically valid dance move is one that involves multiple degrees of freedom
of the character, and does not make the character lose balance when performed at a
time-period of 1 second. Of course, exciting all DOF of the character at once could
result in erratic behaviour.
In the following sections, we use the below utility functions to build an algo-
rithm that can generate a diverse set of dance moves for any physics-based character.
• isV alidMove(M):We define a function isV alidMove(M) that inputs a move
M and verifies the validity of the move by simulating it using a physics engine.
During each timestep of the simulation, the target pose of the character is
computed and then the corresponding torques (computed using an stable PD
controller) are applied to each joint of the character. Using basic checks the
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physics engine can validate if the agent has fallen down while performing the
move (for example, by checking if certain links are colliding with the ground, if
the orientation of the root joint has inverted, or if the character has moved far
away from the origin, etc).
• isUnique: We can also crudely check if two moves are similar by checking the
sinusoidal frequencies and amplitudes of corresponding degrees of freedom. Two
moves can be declared different if (a) the set of active degrees of freedom in the
two moves are different, (b) else, the difference in amplitude for at least one of
the degrees of freedom is higher than a pre-defined threshold. Extending this
function, we can formulate an utility function isUnique(Mquery, (M1,M2, ...))
which accepts a new move Mquery and an existing vocabulary of moves, and
returns if the queried move is unique with respect to the entire set of moves in
the vocabulary.
Using the isUnique and the simulation-driven isV alidMove function we pro-
pose two methods for discovering unique valid moves, namely an exploratory search
method, and a data-driven search augmented by a generative adversarial neural net-
work (GAN).
Random Exploration
The idea of this method is rather straight-forward. We want to iteratively gen-
erate a random move M , which is a random combination of sinusoids. The amplitude
of each sinusoid will be sampled from the joint-limit associated with the corresponding
degree of freedom. We will verify if the random move is unique (using the isUnique
function) and validate it inside the environment (using the isValidMove function),
and add it in our corpus if both tests are successful. The random moves can also be
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generated by perturbing the sinusoids of already existing moves in the vocabulary.
We have observed that randomly muting (setting frequency to zero) certain degrees
of freedom also works well. A simplified pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Generating Dance Moves with Random Exploration
Inputs:
isV alidMove(M) returns boolean,
isUnique(Mquery, (M1,M2....)) returns boolean
Number of target moves m
Max fail tries maxTries
Output:
Move vocabulary V containing a list of n (≤ m) valid moves (M1 .... Mn).
Initialize empty list V, tries = 0
while ‖V‖ < m and tries < maxTries do
if ‖V‖ == 0 or random() < 0.5 then
M = Generate d random sinusoids, each containing (A, f) tuples ;
else
Mb = randomly pick an existing move from V ;
M = Randomly mirror/perturb Mb ;
end
if isValid(M) and isUnique(M, V) then
Append M into V;
tries := 0;
else




Augmenting random search with a GAN
Although the random search method will generate unbiased moves, it is still
time-consuming and results in a lot of failures. A better approach will be to add
more bias to the generator function such that it learns to generate moves that are
conducive to succeed. We propose training a generative adversarial neural network
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that learns to generate new moves by estimating the distribution of already found
moves.
The pseudocode is presented in Algorithm 2. The major challenge is that we
do not have access to any real examples common in vanilla GAN training. Instead,
we have an oracle (the simulation driven function isValidMove(M)) that can confirm
if a generated move Mi is real (valid) or fake (invalid). Thus, we proceed to augment
the generator training by validating moves on the fly and storing them inside a corpus
V+. We found that storing a fixed length of negative examples V− is also beneficial
for training. The algorithm consists of two steps. First, the generator generates a
move from latent noise space (a multivariate Gaussian, in our case). This move is
tested using the isValidMove function, and stored in the appropriate corpus. Second,
we train the discriminator by randomly sampling minibatches from both V+ and V−,
as well as the generator’s output, and optimize the parameters using the standard
log-likelihood maximization. The generator parameters are updated every c steps
of discriminator updates by doing gradient descent on the discriminator loss. Over
time, the discriminator learns to mimic the physics-engine and approximates to a
differentiable version of the isValidMove(M) function. Figure 4.2.1 shows an overview
of the training process.
4.2.2 Training to dance using DRL
Once we have a corpus of valid moves V (or a trained generator function G),
we want to train a state-dependent controller that performs these moves without
losing balance and rhythm, at any given tempo and for any kind of beat interval.
This is a hard problem to solve, since the agent is tasked to learn multiple moves
with the same controller. Using Deep Reinforcement Learning, the character is then
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Algorithm 2: Generating Dance Moves using a GAN
Inputs:
isV alidMove(M) returns boolean: Function to validate moves using
physical simulation
clean(V ): Function to remove duplicates from a vocabulary of moves
invalidLimit: Max count of invalid moves
Discriminator update steps c, database refresh rate r, max steps t
Output:
Move vocabulary V+ containing a list of n valid moves (M1....Mn).
Construct initial databases of valid moves V+ and invalid moves V− using
random exploration ;
Initialize Generator network G with network parameters θG ;
Initialize Discriminator network D with network parameters θD ;
for t steps do
for c steps do
Sample m noise samples {z1, ...zm} from prior noise distribution pg(z) ;
Generate moves from each noise sample zi using Mgi = G(zi) ;
Simulate each move Mgi and generate yi = isValidMove(Mgi) ;
Append Mgi into V+ if yi = True else append to V− ;
Sample minibatch of m successful moves from existing corpus V+ :
{M+1 ,M+2 ...M+m} and minibatch of m unsuccessful moves from corpus
V− : {M−1 ,M−2 ...M−m} ;

















+ log (1−D (G (zi)))
]
end
Sample m noise samples {z1, ...zm} from prior noise distribution pg(z) ;




[log (1−D (G (zi)))]
if t % refresh == 0 then
Remove duplicates from valid database : clean(V+) ;
Remove duplicates from invalid database: clean(V−) ;





Figure 4.2: A simple overview of how the GAN is trained for generating dance moves.
The Generator generates a move from randomly sampled noise vectors. The move
is validated using a physics engine, and added to a database of valid moves V+ if
successfully validated or into V− (not shown in above diagram) if invalidated. The
discriminator is trained on the data produced by the physics engine and over time,
becomes a differentiable approximation of the isValidMove function. The generator
is trained to maximize the discriminator loss by producing moves that is as similar
to the real samples from V+.
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trained to perform these moves without losing balance and rhythm, in presence of
physical forces. In particular, we use Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [52], a
Deep Reinforcement Learning technique that has recently produced state of the art
results in numerous character control tasks.
We formulate the problem of learning to dance as a discounted Markov Deci-
sion Process (MDP) and solve it using reinforcement learning. The MDP is defined
by the tupleM = {S,A, r, P, ρ0, γ}, where S denotes the state space, A is the action
space, r : S × A → R is the reward function, P : S × A → S is the state transition
function, ρ0 is the probability distribution over initial states, and γ ∈ (0, 1] is the
discount factor.
Episodic Training
At the beginning of each episode, the character is initialized at the rest pose
in the environment. A beat pattern is generated with a randomly sampled beat-
interval and target dance-tempo. Note that the dance-tempo dictates how many
beats the character should take to complete each move. A random move is then
picked from the move vocabulary V and set as the target move for the episode. During
early episodes, only eight beats (equivalently, one eight-count) are generated, and the
agent is asked to perform a single move. As the performance of the agent increases, a
harder curriculum is set by doubling the number of beats as well as picking random
combinations of target moves. The randomly generated choreography pattern dictates
that the character should switch its moves when the appropriate count finishes. Recall
that the episode input is similar to the format of choreography we defined earlier,
which is a dictionary mapping the eight-count index to a move index.
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State Space
The state space S consists of the following (note that for simplicity, the nota-
tion of the current time is removed from all terms):
• The target move(flattened) at the current time-step M1 ∈ R2d.
• The target move (flattened) after the next beat M2 ∈ R2d. Note that if no
move-switching is planned, M1 and M2 are the same.
• A boolean suggesting if there is a ’switch’ command at the next beat. The
switch command indicates that the agent will be transitioning to a different
move.
• The time (seconds) t remaining till the next beat.
• The current global phase ψ of the move.
• The target tempo ttempo of the current move.
• A list of boolean for each link of the character stating whether or not the link
is in contact with the ground.
• A tuple of p, ṗ,o, ȯ containing the current state of the agent, where p, ṗ denotes
the cartesian position and linear velocities of each link, and o, ȯ denotes the euler
orientations and angular velocities of each joint.
• A tuple of differences between the target pose (obtained by kinematically up-
dating the a dummy character csim to the target pose) and the current pose
(psim 	 p, ṗsim 	 ṗ, osim 	 o, ȯsim 	 ȯ) similar to [63].
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Action Space
The action space A ∈ Rn which denotes the local phase progression [56] for
each of the n joints of the character. Note that we are constraining the action space
in a space of (0,
2 ∗ ttempo
fsim




This prevents backward progression and jittery movements in the character as well
as large jerks of forward progression.
Rewards
Similar to [36], the agent is rewarded for the imitation distance between the






















where rposet = reward due to the pose difference (sum of quaternion distances of each
joint), rvelt = reward due to the angular velocity differences of corresponding joints,
rroott = reward due to the difference in root orientation, r
ee
t = reward to the distance
between corresponding end-effectors, and rcomt = reward due to the distance between
the centers of mass between the agent and the kinematic character at time t. The
weight terms (denoted by wt) assign an importance weight to each reward term such
that the rt ∈ [0, 1]. We are also setting the wvelt to high as the beat approaches, and
reduce it down when the beat is completed. This promotes snappy motions on the
beat, where the agent puts a high priority on striking the extreme pose at low velocity
before transitioning to the next beat.
Termination conditions
The agent is terminated if it flips over or certain links of the body (like the
top of the head or spine) touchess the ground surface. We also terminate if the center
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of mass distance between the agent and the kinematically-controlled target character
exceeds 0.5 m. Furthermore, we terminate on basis of cumulative rewards as well.
Formally, if the cumulative reward R from a specific trajectory (or episode) is less
than ρRmax, we terminate the episode.
Proximal Policy Optimization
We use the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [52] for training control poli-
cies. PPO is an off-policy method that relies on samples collected from an older policy
πθold to estimate the expected return of the current policy πθ and uses a clipped sur-
rogate objective to constrain how far the new policy can deviate from the old one. In
our implementation, the value function is trained with multi-step TD(λ) return and
the advantage is estimated using λ-return as in GAE [50].
The clipped surrogate objective function used in PPO is:




is the importance resampling term, ε is a tunable hyper parameter
that determines how far the new policy can deviate from the old, and At is the
advantage at time t.
4.2.3 Generating choreography using Beam Search
Assuming we have a corpus of dance moves V, a trained RL Agent that can
perform moves at any given tempo, we want design an algorithm that can build a
choreography for any input song. We first decompose the song into a sequence of eight
counts C such that each count is a contiguous set of eight beats. We also compute the
melody line [65], a 1D signal that measures the onset-strengths of each beat in the
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song. The choreography problem is to output a dictionary that maps each beat count
to a move index while maximizing the compatibility between the melody line of the
song and the selected moves. To achieve this, we adopt a heuristic based beam search
strategy. First, we construct a moves graph, where each node is a unique dance move
and there is an edge between two moves if there is enough similarity between them.
Second, given an input song and its melody line, we find the best sequence of dance
moves to pick that maximizes the alignment of the dance moves to the song. In later
subsections, we explain how we quantify this alignment metric.
Moves Graph Construction
For each move, we generate statistical features that capture the geometric and
dynamic properties of the character’s motion. We are inspired by the various works
on Laban Motion Analysis [2, 3], where motion is categorized into four components
- body, effort, shape and space. Our metrics crudely try to capture similar features.
Some of them are listed below:
• Velocity Profile: This measures the mean L2-norm of the angular velocities of
each joint of the character as a function of time as the agent performs the move
(a single time). This 1D signal is a measure of the dynamic flow of the dance
move.
• Energy : We have crudely defined energy is the area under the curve of the
velocity profile.
• Space Usage: This computes the convex hull of the total area and volume
covered by the character during the move.
• Locomotion: This computes whether the character moves forward, backward or
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stays still while performing the move.
• Active body parts : This maintains a list of active degrees of freedom during a
move.
Having computed features of each move, we create a dance network where each
node is an unique move and there is an edge between two moves if these moves are
similar. We define two moves similar if they are close to each other on any of the
above features.
Mapping moves to music using Beam Search
Mapping music to moves is an under-constrained problem. In this work, we
have followed a simple strategy to pick moves, which are:
• If there is a large change in the melody line of the song, there should be a large
change in the dance moves.
• For part of the song that repeats, there should a higher probability of picking
moves that repeat as well.
• Agent does not change its move in the middle of a count.
In particular, we have associated each musical feature to a dance feature as
shown in Table 4.1. This allows us to write heuristics or rule-based scripts that ranks
candidate moves according to their compatibility with the upcoming eight count.
Formally, let’s say we have a list of P eight counts C = [c1, c2, c3...cP ] and a
dance graph containing nodes V = [M1,M2,M3, ....MQ] and edges connecting simi-
lar moves together. Every path (including self-loops) of length P through the dance
network is a possible choreography, and we can design handcrafted functions to score
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Music Feature Dance Objective
Beats Match time-period of oscillations
Eight Counts Plan one move per count
Melody Line Correlated with Velocity Profile
Increase in melody line Prioritize moves with higher energy or higher space usage
Decrease in melody line Prioritize moves with lower energy or lower space usage
Segments Prioritize repeating similar moves for similar segments
Table 4.1: Strategies for converting music to dance
Figure 4.3: Features we extract from the music file. These include beats (top), melody
lines and high peaks (middle) and semantic segmentation (last)
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each path on several factors, such as velocity profile compatibility (how well the ve-
locity profile of the moves match with the song), regularity (if the dancer performed
similar moves during similar parts of the song), or energy usage (if the dancer per-
formed energetic moves during high points of the song). A standard algorithm for
discrete optimization tasks like these is the beam search [47]. Beam search is a greedy
graph-search algorithm that expands the most promising nodes from a candidate set
of length B (often called a beam width). At any point during the search, the algorithm
stores the top B most promising dance routines found so far. Each of these routines
are then expanded by one-step and the resulting routines are evaluated, and the top
B routines are again identified to be expanded in the next iteration of the search.
Let’s say we have already associated the first l eight counts with a dance move and
constructed the choreography dictionary X1...l upto the lth count. Let’s also assume
that the latest move performed was Mq. We now want to plan a move for the next
eight-count, i.e. we need to find Xl+1. In Algorithm 3 we provide pseudo-code for a
function that ranks all the neighbors of the move Mq according to the compatibility
score of the melody line as well as previous choreography.
Another practical approach for the choreography generation algorithm will be
to first choreograph the high-points of the song (the most accentuated peaks in the
melody line 4.3) or even the chorus of the song (found using Laplacian segmentation),
and do a bidirectional beam search to fill in moves to the remaining counts using the
strategies mentioned in Algorithm 3.
4.3 Results
Using the GAN approach proposed in 4.2.1, we were able to generate a large
corpus of moves, some of which are presented in the figure 4.5. Figure 4.4 shows
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the velocity profile versus melody line plot from a 30 second choreography generated
by the beam search. Notice how the velocities drop when the beats hit (denoted by
the light black lines) and increase in between beats, suggesting that the character
reaches an extreme state when close to the beat (thereby slowing down). Also, the
velocity profile of the dance tries to mimic the rise and fall of the melody line. This
suggests that the velocity norm obtained from the generated choreography has a high
correlation with the target melody line. We encourage readers to view the videos 1 2
shared in the footnotes for qualitative evaluation of the work.
Figure 4.4: Compares the velocity profile of a choreographed dance with the melody
line of a song. As can be seen, the choreographer tries to align the valleys and peaks
of the music with the valleys and peaks of the velocity profile. The narrow black lines
show the beats of the song and the darker black lines show each count.
1Salamander dancing: www.youtube.com/watch?v = zOO7fCuxnM
2Salamander Moves generated by GAN: www.youtube.com/watch?v = nnhU0ZH6TSs
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Figure 4.5: Some dance moves produced by the GAN. Each row shows an unique
dance move from the generated corpus.
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Algorithm 3: One step Heuristic Search
Inputs:
Mq : The latest move performed by the character,
J = {M1,M2...Mj} ∈ V: Set of moves adjacent to move Mq
Ml+1: The melody line of the eight-count to choreograph
X1...l: The choreography dictionary c 7→M for the first l counts
B: Beam width
Output:
Set of candidate moves ∈ J
Rv = Score each neighbor in J based on their correlation score of their
velocity profiles with the melody line Ml+1 ;
Rrep = If there exists a neighbor Nj in J that also exists in X1...l, and the







Since the energy of the song is increasing, score each neighbor in J
according to how higher their space usage and energy usage is compared
to Mq and store in Re ;
else if
∑
Ml is similar to
∑
Ml+1 then
Since the energy of the song is similar, score each neighbor in J according
to how similar they are in terms of energy and active body parts
compared to Mq and store in Re
else
Since the energy of the song is decreasing, score each neighbor in J
according to how lower their space usage and energy usage is compared
to Mq and store in Re
Combine the scores for profile-matching, repetition, and energy respectively
to derive the final scores for each neighbor: R = Rv +Rrep +Re ;




In this thesis, two general methods are presented that rely on physics-based
simulations to generate synthetic data that can be used to train complex skills in
virtual characters, in the absence of any motion capture data. Below we provide
some empirical analysis of the results shown in the previous chapters, as well as
discuss limitations of this work along with avenues for future work. First, we present
a framework for generating artificial motion datasets for physics based characters by
making the character exercise its dynamics in a virtual environment using a technique
called Motor Babble. We show how the data generated using motor babble can be
used to extract a representative set of coactivations, that capture different modes of
motion of the character. These coactivations are then used as basis vectors to design a
low dimensional control space which can be used to then train locomotion controllers
using Deep Reinforcement Learning. In all cases, different types of gait styles emerge
with a simple, speed-related reward function. By adjusting the target speed and
using the different coactivation mechanisms, for example, the quadruped exhibits a
range of gaits such as walking, trotting, and cantering. It is interesting to note that
while exploring the two axes (target speed vs coactivation selection mechanism), we
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were able to gain more insights about how to generate coordinated control that stems
from the co-articulation of structures. In [44], we observe that as the target speed
is increasing, asking for the system to automatically find and excite a small number
of coactivations is typically recommended. Increasing the target speed, makes the
control problem in the coactivation space more constrained, and subsequently the
task of finding a few coactivations is less daunting as compared to the many ways
that a character can walk slowly in a coordinated fashion. When targeting high
speeds, it is difficult for a user (even an expert one) to decide which coactivations
need to be combined for achieving such a task. In contrast, it is much easier to
manually pick coactivations that lead to natural control policies when the character
targets a low moving speed. While one can perceive this as similar to reward shaping,
in practice it is hard to create reward functions that are applicable to a wide range of
characters. In contrast, manually choosing a small number of ranked joint synergies
is a less tedious task, and can generalize across characters.
In our current work, coactivations are extracted by applying eigenvalue decom-
position to the babble data. While non-linear manifolds obtained with techniques such
as autoencoders [18] have the potential to find a richer latent space, the eigenvalue
decomposition provides a natural ranking to the extracted coactivations. Under the
light of the above discussion, such ranking is particularly important as it can be used
to reduce the space exposed to the user (for manual selection) or to the policy net-
work (for automatic selection). Still, in the future, we would like to compare different
methods for learning a latent action space from the babble data and the effect that
it has on the generated controls.
Another interesting direction is exploring the applicability of the motor babble
to generating a wide range of controllers rather than just focusing on locomotion.
Currently, we use a state-independent coactivation matrix during training that is
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learned offline from the babble data. We speculate that such a matrix can be refined
during training of different individual policies for separate primitives/behaviors, while
still being state-independent. The connections between various expert policies can be
added in a subsequent phase following the recent works of [39, 30, 63].
The second work discussed in this thesis describes an end-to-end framework
that can generate dance moves for a given physically controlled character, and then
choreograph a dance routine to any arbitrary song. We divided the problem into three
sub-modules, namely (a) generating novel and physically valid moves for a character,
(b) training the character in physically-constrained environments to perform these
moves rhythmically to the beats of any song while maintaining balance, and (c) given
a specific song, plan a choreography by selecting which moves to perform during which
parts of the song. For addressing problem (a), we propose a GAN training strategy to
generate a set of representative set of physically plausible dance moves for the charac-
ter. Then, for problem (b) we adopt a Deep Reinforcement Learning based approach
to train the character to perform these moves at different tempos in a physics based
environment, in the presence of external forces. Finally, for problem (c) we propose a
simple and intuitive heuristic search method to generate dance choreography for any
song. Qualitatively, the results are promising, although preliminary.
To our knowledge, this is the first work that attempts to generate automatic
dance moves for arbitrary non-humanoid characters. In theory, the framework is
character-agnostic, although we have not tested enough to claim this just yet. In my
opinion, this domain poses some intriguing research questions, from both a computer
graphics as well as a machine learning point of view. Decoupling the work into the
three separate domains mentioned above and investigating each individually may be
the best step forward for the growth of the entire framework.
The definition of our dance moves, although intuitive, lightweight, and practi-
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cal, may also be quite limited. Dance moves do not need to be periodic or oscillatory.
For example, our methods cannot support jumping, certain kinds of stepping, or strik-
ing specific poses. This can be addressed in future work by having multiple sub-types
of dance moves and train separate controllers for each. We also think that our cur-
rent reinforcement learning framework could be improved by incorporating melody
lines into state variable. The current framework is designed such that a particular
move will be performed by a DRL controller in a single way only. However, this is
not the case in human dancing. Humans often perform the same move in different
ways depending on the mood of the song, and what the expression needs to convey.
Training characters to know when to be snappy, and when to be graceful, could be
another interesting direction for future research. Since this is something humans are
very good at doing, learning such behaviours from human dance data could be a
promising avenue for training such behaviours.
We think that the choreography generation process is a major limitation of
the current work. Rule-based systems generally work very well, until they don’t.
Unfortunately, there is no universally accepted and automatic way for quantitatively
evaluating our framework. We can evaluate it qualitatively by crowd-sourcing opin-
ions about the quality of the motions produced by our algorithm, either through
mechanical turk or a user study. The perception of dance can be quite subjective,
abstract, and therefore difficult to numerically quantify. We think the best applica-
tion of our algorithm is as a recommendation system that can assist an animator to
create dances for virtual characters. Ideally, we want to transfer most of the power
to the user, and make the choreography generation an user-in-the-loop process. This
could mean developing software that allows the user to create dance choreographies
on their own, and the proposed rule-based choreography algorithm can assist the user
by reducing their search space or act as a recommendation engine. We can also refor-
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mulate the algorithm into a lifelong learning agent, where it continuously learns from
the feedback given by the user. Such human-AI interactive projects have recently




Motor Babble Parameters Tables
Joint R Y P R Vel Y Vel P Vel
Spine-1 0 [−0.2 : 0.2] 0 0 0 0
Spine-2 0 [−0.2 : 0.2] 0 0 [−3 : 3] 0
Spine-3 0 [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−3 : 3] 0
Spine-4 0 [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−3 : 3] 0
Spine-5 0 [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−3 : 3] 0
Spine-6 0 [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−3 : 3] 0
Spine-7 0 [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−3 : 3] 0
Spine-8 0 [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−3 : 3] 0
Spine-9 0 [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−3 : 3] 0
Spine-10 0 [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−3 : 3] 0
Spine-11 0 [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−3 : 3] 0
Spine-12 0 [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−3 : 3] 0
FL Limb 0 [−1.57 : 1.57] 0 0 0 0
FR Limb 0 [−1.57 : 1.57] 0 0 0 0
HL Limb 0 [−1.57 : 1.57] 0 0 0 0
HR Limb 0 [−1.57 : 1.57] 0 0 0 0
Table 6.1: Salamander joint angle and velocity range. R, Y, P stands for Roll,
Pitch and Yaw. FL, FR, HL and HR stands for front-left, front-right, hind-left, and
hind-right respectively.
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Joint R Y P R Vel Y Vel P Vel
Spine-1 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−4 : 4]
Spine-2 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−4 : 4]
Spine-3 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−4 : 4]
Neck 0 0 0 0 0 0
Spine-4 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−4 : 4]
Spine-5 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−1 : 1] 0 0 [−4 : 4]
FL Shoulder [−0.1 : 0.1] [−1.25 : 1.25] [−0.1 : 0.1] 0 0 [−4 : 4]
FR Shoulder [−0.1 : 0.1] [−1.25 : 1.25] [−0.1 : 0.1] 0 0 [−4 : 4]
FL Knee [0 : 2] [−2 : 2]
FR Knee [0 : 2] [−2 : 2]
FL Ankle [−1.5 : 0] [−2 : 2]
FR Ankle [−1.5 : 0] [−2 : 2]
FL Heel 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.1 : 0.1] 0 0 0
FR Heel 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.1 : 0.1] 0 0 0
HL Hip [−0.1 : 0.1] [−1.25 : 1.25] [−0.1 : 0.1] 0 [−4 : 4] 0
HR Hip [−0.1 : 0.1] [−1.25 : 1.25] [−0.1 : 0.1] 0 [−4 : 4] 0
HL Knee [−2 : 0] [−2 : 2]
HR Knee [−2 : 0] [−2 : 2]
HL Ankle [−0.5 : 1.2] [−2 : 2]
HR Ankle [−0.5 : 1.2] [−2 : 2]
HR Heel 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.1 : 0.1] 0 0 0
HR Heel 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.1 : 0.1] 0 0 0
Tail-1 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.1 : 0.1] 0 [−1 : 1] [−1 : 1]
Tail-2 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.1 : 0.1] [1 : 0] [−1 : 1] [−1 : 1]
Tail-3 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.1 : 0.1] [1 : 0] [−1 : 1] [−1 : 1]
Table 6.2: Cheetah joint angle and velocity range. R, Y, P stands for Roll, Pitch and
Yaw. FL, FR, HL and HR stands for front-left, front-right, hind-left, and hind-right
respectively.
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Joint R Y P R Vel Y Vel P Vel
Spine-1 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−1 : 0.25] 0 0 [−2 : 4]
Spine-2 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−1 : 0.25] 0 0 [−2 : 4]
Spine-3 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−1 : 0.25] 0 0 [−2 : 4]
Neck 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.1 : 0.1] 0 0 0
RightThigh 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−2 : 0.5] 0 0 [−1 : 1]
RightLeg [0 : 0.5] [−1 : 1]
RightHeel [0.5 : 1.5] [−0.1 : 0.1]
RightToe [0 : 1] [−0.1 : 0.1]
LeftThigh 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−2 : 0.5] 0 0 [−1 : 1]
LeftLeg [0 : 0.5] [−1 : 1]
LeftHeel [0.5 : 1.5] [−0.1 : 0.1]
LeftToe [0 : 1] [−0.1 : 0.1]
Tail1 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.5 : 0.5] 0 0 [−0.4 : 0.4]
Tail2 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.5 : 0.5] 0 0 [−0.4 : 0.4]
Tail3 0 [−0.1 : 0.1] [−0.5 : 0.5] 0 0 [−0.4 : 0.4]
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